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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
REuse, REcycle, REgenerate: Sculpture from Recycled Materials 
Making sculptures need not be difficult or require expensive tools or elaborate techniques. This class is designed 
for students to have fun while learning the principles of good design and making simply constructed models that 
could then be used as a reference for larger sculptures later in the week or in the future.  Paper macheover steel, 
wire, or wire mesh armatures is one method.  Sheet metal (tin cans) over simple wood frames is another way.  
Simply building up and then cutting away or carving away from a block of wood is one more way. Recycled 
packaging foam can also be quickly shaped with rasps. Cardboard can even be used to create fairly elaborate 
shapes before embarking on a larger, more permanent sculpture.  All of these techniques and more will be 
discussed, demonstrated, and practiced by the students.  Slide presentations showing work by the instructor and 
other artists will inspire the students. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

� Safety equipment: *ear plugs or muffs; *eye protection; vapor and/or dust mask; light gloves, disposable 
*vinyl/ latex gloves. 

� Personal layout, design, drafting tools, including *tape measure, *long ruler, matt knife, *scissors, tin 
snips, pop rivet tool (if you have one), pliers, *wire cutters, rasps, *files, gouges, etc.  Bring tools you 
have and like. *Markers and *charcoal to draw with, or *pencils. Large drawing pad, *newsprint quality is 
fine. 

� Your own cordless drill/driver might be handy if you have one. 
� Bring newspapers for paper mache, the more the better.  Also burlap, old sheet metal, wire, orwire 

fencing if you have it.  Scrap hard foam shapes might also be useful. *Sandpaper if you expect to work in 
wood, 100, 120. 150 grits. 

! Found objects if you want to include them in your work. 
! Your own *paints and *brushes if you wish, acrylics only please. 
� *Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
� *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $60.00-$180.00         The more stuff you bring, the less you pay for. 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor               
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

Pdellert51@gmail.com  
www.peterdellert.com 


